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	I can tell you how much I enjoy being a geek. I can tell you how fascinated I was with
	the punch-cards my dad showed me back in 1985. I can tell you how I got my first computer
	when I was seven. And I can tell you that I’ve loved programming since 1989. I can
	tell you a great many things about all that, but I’m not sure how interesting they’d be.


	Instead, let me tell you about my quest for an answer of sorts. There’s been one
	issue about our industry that has continued to puzzle me over the years: why is it that
	no software project is ever as simple as it seems? Why is it that no project ever comes
	out on time and on budget? Why are there always bugs? Why doesn’t it ever quite do
	what was intended? And why is it always so hard to make changes to the software? No
	matter how clean the slate is when a project starts, why does it always become a big ball
	of mud?


	Almost everyone acknowledges the problem, and they seem to accept the status
	quo. Most of our industry deals with it by adding buffers to schedules and budgets,
	and by accepting mediocre software. Isn’t there a better way?


	This book is not the answer, not by a long shot. But it is part of my exploration of
	the way forward. It is my notion that better tools can help us create better software.
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Intelligent Freeway Transportation Systems: Functional DesignSpringer, 2009
Intelligent Freeway Transportation Systems: Functional Design focuses on the efficient use of resources in the design of ITS. It discusses the principles of top down design starting with objectives and requirements, and provides guidance for the development and evaluation of functional design alternatives according to...
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Artificial Intelligence and Integrated Intelligent Information Systems: Emerging Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2006
For most of our history the wealth of a nation was limited by the size and stamina of the work force. Today, national wealth is measured in intellectual capital. Nations possessing skillful people in such diverse areas as science, medicine, business, and engineering produce innovations that drive the nation to a higher quality of life. Artificial...
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Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Fourth EditionApress, 2009
Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Fourth Edition is the update to the best–selling book on Ubuntu, today’s hottest Linux distribution. Targeting newcomers to Linux and to the Ubuntu distribution alike, readers are presented with an introduction to the world of Linux and open source community, followed by a detailed overview of...
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American History Through Literature 1870-1920Charles Scribner's Sons, 2005
This A-Z, cross-referenced and illustrated title provides a unique overview of the period following the Civil War through the emergence of the United States as a world power at the end of World War I. The set features more than 250 survey entries. Subjects include: political topics (Reform, Women's Suffrage); ideas in context (Scientific...
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Principles of Turbomachinery - Second EditionSpringer, 1994
Pumps, fans, compressors and turbines are essential components  in all engineering complexes. This book explains the basic fluid  mechanics  and thermodynamics underlying their design in a clear and  uncomplicated way, with many examples and worked exercises. A wealth  of problems and solutions are also included in the book to assist  students....
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Java: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2014

	Essential Java Programming Skills--Made Easy!


	Fully updated for Java Platform, Standard Edition 8 (Java SE 8), Java: A Beginner's Guide, Sixth Edition gets you started programming in Java right away. Bestselling programming author Herb Schildt begins with the basics, such as how to create, compile, and run a Java...
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